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our talk

 What is the demoscene?
 Short history
 Different concepts
 Social / community aspects
 Technical and platforms
 Prospects - what is the point?
 Resources
 Q&A



 Born in the early 1980s
 Breaking copy protection

Important: the demoscene has
nothing to do with piracy!

history of the scene:

 Showing off / getting respect 
 Natural curiousity
 Learning new things



concepts

 Realtime, non-interactive, free underground art
 Competitive - fame-centric
 Requires a blend of skills
 Most often a team effort
 “Low-budget”, “amateur”
 Respect towards traditions



concepts

 Similarities to traditional artforms
 Self-expressive
 Doesn’t have a clearly defined genre
 Relies on impression

 Differences
 Technical challenge
 No “surface contact”
 Meant for the community

Coming up: “Crystal Dream 2”
(1993) by Triton (Sweden)



social and community

 Demoparties - when sceners gather
 Often described as a mix of a LAN party and              
Woodstock



social and community

 At least one demoparty is arranged every week
 Over 70 parties each year
 Only one is arranged in the US
 The scene has sites similar to Digg/Myspace 
that feature demos only
 Demos are “one shot” releases
 The Scene.org Awards

Coming up: “Track One” (2006)
Fairlight (UK/Finland)



learning and technical

 Make the best with what you got
 Learn by doing - start with what you know, 
then branch out
 The demoscene has historically spearheaded 
many technical innovations
 3D changed the gaming scene, but it 
changed the demoscene first :)

Example: “Untitled” (1993)
by Dust (Germany)



case: “untitled” by dust

 Released in december 1993
 Full 3D engine (4 degrees of freedom)
 Predates all know commercial game engines 
with simliar capabilities
 One year before “Heretic”, three years before 
“Quake” and “Descent”

“Heretic” (1994) “Quake” (1996)



learning and technical

 Demoscene programmers usually have a soft 
spot for certain techniques and principles
 Procedural generation / soft synthesis
 Basicly anything that is lossless and/or has a 
small footprint
 It’s not all code - music, graphics, 3D and 
animation is of equal quality!

Example: “Debris” 
(2007) by Farbrausch  (Germany)



prospects / why on earth?!

 You are probably wondering why people do 
this for no financial gain
 Artistic expression
 Creative people who enjoy learning
 The demoscene = “Fight Club” of the VFX 
community
 High instant gratification factor
 Try out anything you want
 Really faithful audience



prospects / why on earth?!

 Gaming industry examples:
 Team 17 (“Worms”)
 FunCom (“Anarchy Online”, “Conan”)
 StarBreeze (“Riddick”, “The Darkness”)
 Remedy (“Max Payne”, “Alan Wake”)
 Media Molecule (“Little Big Planet”)
 DICE (“Battlefield”)

"The demoscene was originally limited 
by the hardware and storage 
capabilities of their target machines, 
[so] they developed intricate 
algorithms to produce large amounts 
of content from very little initial data."

 - Will Wright (“Spore”)



useful resources

 www.scene.org / awards.scene.org
 www.demoparty.net
 www.digitalekultur.org
 breakpoint.untergrund.net
 www.gathering.org
 www.conspiracy.hu
 demotrip.blogspot.com


